INTRODUCING AND REINFORCING RECIPROCAL TEACHING

Charlie Anderson

_Abercrombie, Barbara_ A cat comes out of the night to steal the hearts of two sisters, who look forward to the cat sleeping on their beds, until one day Charlie doesn’t come home and they learn a surprising secret about him.

RL 1.5 · LX 480 · IL P-3 · Family Relationships · AR
9780689801143-J Paperback
List Price $6.99 Your Price $5.24

Barack Obama: Son Of Promise, Child Of Hope _NBF_

Gimes, Nikki Even as a boy, Barack knew he wasn’t quite like anybody else, but through his journeys he found the ability to listen to Hope and become what he was meant to be: a bridge to bring people together.

LX AD630 · IL 1-5 · Biography, African American Heritage & Culture, Figurative Language, Government and Civics, High Interest Picture Book, Picture Book, Politics · AR
9781416971443-J Hardcover
List Price $16.99 Your Price $12.74

Incredible Inventions _NBF_

Hopkins, Lee Bennett, Ed. Inventions can be big, like roller coasters, or small, like crayons. And inventors can be scientists or athletes or even boys and girls! It’s hard to imagine life without Popsicles, basketball, or Band-Aids, but they all started with just one person and a little imagination.

IL K-5 · Picture Book, Poetry, Science · AR
9780606872458-J Hardcover
List Price $17.99 Your Price $13.49

Naked Mole Rat Gets Dressed

Willems, Mo Wilbur is different from the other naked mole rats in his colony, because he wears clothes. But what happens when Grandpah, the oldest, wisest, and most naked naked mole rat ever, discovers Wilbur’s secret?

LX AD470 · IL P-3 · Self Concept, Picture Book · AR
9781423114376-J Hardcover
List Price $16.99 Your Price $12.74

Introducing And Reinforcing Reciprocal Teaching Complete Collection $62.19 LZ-INT 11-12

(RECIPROCAL TEACHING - PREDICTING

Dog Breath

Pilkey, Dav Hally, the Tosis family dog, has such bad breath that Mr. and Mrs. Tosis plan to give her away, until she proves to be an invaluable watchdog.

RL 2.0-2.9 · LX 770 · IL 1-3 · Boy Book, Humor, Picture Book, Word Choice 6+1 Traits · AR
9780439598392-J Paperback
List Price $6.99 Your Price $5.24

Dogzilla

Pilkey, Dav When Dogzilla invades Mousopolis, the rodent inhabitants must decide on a plan to rid themselves of this terrible menace before their city is chewed to pieces, in a wacky tale featuring colorful collages, manipulated photographs, and paintings.

IL 2-5 · Humor, Striving Reader Recommendation, Urban Setting · AR
9780152239459-J Paperback
List Price $7.00 Your Price $5.25

For The Love Of Autumn

Polacco, Patricia Miss Parks just loves her new home, her new teaching job, and all her new students. But most of all, she loves Autumn, her perfect little kitten. Then one night, during a terrible storm, Autumn runs away. With the help of her students, Miss Parks unravels the mystery of Autumn’s disappearance.

LX AD810 · IL 1-3 · Animals · AR
9780399245411-J Hardcover
List Price $16.99 Your Price $12.74

Sunken Treasure _NBF_

Gibbons, Gail Describes the many-years-long search for the treasure that went down with the Atocha, a Spanish galleon sunk off Florida in a hurricane in 1622. Includes facts about four other famous shipwrecks.

RL 2.0-2.9 · LX 680 · IL P-3 · Adventure, Oceans, General History · AR
9780064460972-J Paperback
List Price $6.99 Your Price $5.24

Two Bobbies: A Story Of Hurricane Katrina, Friendship, And Survival _NBF_

Larson, Kirby, and Mary Nethery Having been left behind by their owners and forced to ride out the deadly storm, Bobbi the dog breaks free from his chain and goes in search of food on his own, followed endlessly by a frightened, blind cat whose entire survival depends on his new best friend.

IL P-3 · Animals, Friendship, Inspiration & Motivation, Picture Book · AR
9780802797544-J Hardcover
List Price $16.99 Your Price $12.74
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Too Many Tamales
Soto, Gary Mario tries on her mother's wedding ring while helping make tamales for a Christmas family get-together. Panic ensues when, hours later, she realizes the ring is missing.

Beaks! NF
Collard, Sneed B. Every beak is special in the way it helps a bird gather food, build a home, and more.

Looking For Miza NF
Hatkoff, Isabella et al. When Miza and her mother were out searching for food, Miza's mother disappeared, leaving her baby alone and frightened. Miza's father, a fierce silverback named Kabirizi and the leader of Virunga's largest family of mountain gorillas, set out to find Miza. Everyone was worried about her. Then something amazing happened. Kabirizi found Miza and brought her back to live with her family.

Owen And Mzee: The True Story Of A Remarkable Friendship NF
Hatkoff, Isabella and Craig with Paula Kahumbu. The inspiring true story of a baby hippo who bonds with a 130-year-old giant tortoise after being rescued from the 2004 tsunami.

Smoky Night
Bunting, Eve When the Los Angeles riots break out in the streets of their neighborhood, a young boy and his mother learn the value of getting along with others no matter what their background or nationality.

The Whispering Cloth
Shea, Peg D. Living in a refugee camp in Thailand, young Mai spends her days listening to Hmong women as they stitch pa’n—brightly colored story cloths—and preparing to find her own story of hope and faith to stitch.

Winter's Tail: How One Little Dolphin Learned To Swim Again NF
Hatkoff, Juliana et al. Rescued from a crab trap off the Florida coast when she was three months old, Winter’s life became a story of inspiration after she lost her tail from the injury and managed to learn to swim in her own unique way before being fitted with a prosthetic tail and relearning to swim again.

The Three Questions
Muth, Jon A profound story based on a short story by Leo Tolstoy about compassion and living in the moment.
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**RECI PROCAL TEACHING - CLARIFYING**

**Come On, Rain!**
Hesse, Karen  A young girl eagerly awaits a coming rainstorm to bring relief from the oppressive summer heat.  
LX AD780 · IL P.3 · First Person Narrative, African American Protagonist, Concept, Figurative Language, Picture Book, Seasons & Calendar, Sentence Fluency 6+1 Traits, Weather · AR  
9780590331258-J Hardcover  
List Price $17.99  Your Price $13.49

**Honey, I Love**
Greenfield, Eloise  A young girl expresses what she loves about life in a rhythmic verse. This book represents the poem of the same title originally published in "Honey I Love And Other Poems."  
RL 1.0-1.9 · IL P.1 - Connecting & Making Connections, Self Concept, Picture Book, Poetry · AR  
9780600901231-J Hardcover  
List Price $17.99  Your Price $13.49

**Skippyjon Jones**
Schachner, Judith Byron  A mischievous Siamese kitten named Skippyjon Jones transforms himself into the legendary Spanish sword fighter Skipito when he is banished to his room. This hilarious picture book celebrates the power of imagination.  
RL 2.3 · IL P.2 - Humor, Imagination, Read Aloud Recommendation, Rhyme & Rhythm · AR · 20  
9780142404034-J Hardcover  
List Price $6.99  Your Price $5.24

**Gleam And Glow**
Bunting, Eve  After his home is destroyed by war, eight-year-old Viktor finds hope in the survival of two very special fish.  
RL 3 · LX 450 · IL 1-4 · Connecting & Making Connections, High Interest Picture Book, Inferring, Overcoming Obstacles And Finding Our Way, Perceptions, Summarizing, Voice 6+1 Traits, War · AR  
9780152053802-J Paperback  
List Price $7.00  Your Price $5.25

**Jumanchi**
Van Allsburg, Chris  When Judy and Peter find a game marked “Jumanchi: A Jungle Adventure Game, free game, fun for some but not for all,” strange and extraordinary things begin to happen to them.  
RL 3.5 · LX AD620 · IL 1-4 · Fantasy · AR  
9780395304488-J Hardcover  
List Price $18.95  Your Price $14.21

**The Van Gogh Cafe**
Aylant, Cynthia  The Van Gogh Cafe, located in Flowers, Kansas, has magic in its walls, causing strange and mysterious events to occur there.  
RL 3.9 · LX 810 · IL 4-8 · Anthology, Fantasy, Figurative Language, Imagination · AR  
9780152057503-J Paperback  
List Price $5.95  Your Price $4.46

**Zipping, Zapping, Zooming Bats**
Earle, Ann  Provides basic facts about the behavior of bats and describes how they benefit the environment.  
RL 3.1 · LX 730 · IL 1-4 · Animals, Mammals, Science · AR  
9780064451338-J Paperback  
List Price $5.99  Your Price $4.49

**Owl Moon**
Yolen, Jane  On a winter’s night under a full moon, a father and daughter trek into the woods to see the Great Horned Owl.  
RL 3.0-3.9 · LX 630 · IL K-3 · Animals, Family Relationships, Figurative Language, Nature, Senses, Sentence Fluency 6+1 Traits, Weather · AR  
9780399214578-J Hardcover  
List Price $16.99  Your Price $12.74

**Rippling, Rolling, Splashing Waves**
Kirk, Jerry  “Rippling, Rolling, Splashing Waves” is a rhythmic verse poem that celebrates the power of water.  
RL 3.0-3.9 · IL 1-6 · Animals, Connecting & Making Connections, High Interest Picture Book, Inferring, Striving Reader Recommendation, Science, Summarizing · AR  
9781593881906-J Hardcover  

**Listen To The Wind**
Monterson, Greg And Susan L. Roth  Told in the voice of Korphes children, this story illuminates the humanity and culture of a relevant and distant part of the world in gorgeous collage, while sharing a riveting example of how one person can change thousands of lives.  
LX AD740 · IL 1-3 · Biography, Character Education, Diversity, Inspiration & Motivation, Picture Book, Service, Social Issues · AR  
9780803730588-J Hardcover  
List Price $16.99  Your Price $12.74

**Pop’s Bridge**
Bunting, Eve  Robert and his friend Charlie Shu spend many an afternoon at Fort Point watching from afar as their dads work on the crews building the Golden Gate Bridge. Robert’s father is a high-iron man, a skywalker, and, in his son’s eyes, has a far more important and dangerous job than the painting Charlie’s dad does. When a scaffold falls and 10 men die, however, he realizes that the work is equally dangerous for all involved. The text is followed by an author’s note recounting the Golden Gate’s history. Payne’s striking mixed-media illustrations bleed off the pages and offer interesting views of the impossible bridge.  
RL 3 · LX AD630 · IL 1-4 · Architecture, Historical Fiction, Ideas 6+1 Traits, Pacific Northwest · AR  
9780152047733-J Hardcover  
List Price $17.00  Your Price $12.75

**RECI PROCAL TEACHING - SUMMARIZING**

**Amazing Grace**
Hoffman, Mary  Although a classmate says that she cannot play Peter Pan in the school play because she is African American, Grace discovers that she can do anything she sets her mind to.  
RL 3.0-3.9 · LX 680 · IL 1-3 · African American Protagonist, Character Education, Fairness, Goal Setting, Inferring, Predicting, Realistic Fiction, Summarizing · AR  
9780803710404-J Hardcover  
List Price $16.99  Your Price $12.74

** Animals Nobody Loves**
Simon, Seymour  Pairing eye-popping, oversize photographs with riveting descriptions, Simon reveals the truth about 20 of nature’s most fascinating animals.  
RL 3.0-3.9 · LX 860 · IL 1-6 · Animals, Connecting & Making Connections, High Interest Picture Book, Inferring, Striving Reader Recommendation, Science, Summarizing · AR  
9781587171550-J Hardcover  
List Price $7.99  Your Price $5.99

**Listen To The Wind**
Monterson, Greg And Susan L. Roth  Told in the voice of Korphes children, this story illuminates the humanity and culture of a relevant and distant part of the world in gorgeous collage, while sharing a riveting example of how one person can change thousands of lives.  
LX AD740 · IL 1-3 · Biography, Character Education, Diversity, Inspiration & Motivation, Picture Book, Service, Social Issues · AR  
9780803730588-J Hardcover  
List Price $16.99  Your Price $12.74

**Pop’s Bridge**
Bunting, Eve  Robert and his friend Charlie Shu spend many an afternoon at Fort Point watching from afar as their dads work on the crews building the Golden Gate Bridge. Robert’s father is a high-iron man, a skywalker, and, in his son’s eyes, has a far more important and dangerous job than the painting Charlie’s dad does. When a scaffold falls and 10 men die, however, he realizes that the work is equally dangerous for all involved. The text is followed by an author’s note recounting the Golden Gate’s history. Payne’s striking mixed-media illustrations bleed off the pages and offer interesting views of the impossible bridge.  
RL 3 · LX AD630 · IL 1-4 · Architecture, Historical Fiction, Ideas 6+1 Traits, Pacific Northwest · AR  
9780152047733-J Hardcover  
List Price $17.00  Your Price $12.75

**Dogzilla**
Pilkey, Dav  When Dogzilla invades Mousopolis, the rodent inhabitants must decide on a plan to rid themselves of this terrible menace before their city is chewed to pieces, in a wacky tale featuring colorful collages, manipulated photographs, and paintings.  
IL 2-5 · Humor, Striving Reader Recommendation, Urban Setting · AR  
9780152239459-J Paperback  
List Price $7.00  Your Price $5.25

**Scurry, Scurry, Skurry**
Rylant, Cynthia  The Van Gogh Cafe, located in Flowers, Kansas, has magic in its walls, causing strange and mysterious events to occur there.  
RL 3.9 · LX 810 · IL 4-8 · Anthology, Fantasy, Figurative Language, Imagination · AR  
9780152057503-J Paperback  
List Price $5.95  Your Price $4.46
Raising Dragons
Nolen, Jerdine. Although her parents are initially leery about their daughter’s new friendship with Hank, the baby dragon, their opinion changes with time as they discover just how wonderfully charming, helpful, and friendly Hank truly is.

LX 6.7 I LK-4 · Fantasy, Girl Books, Inferring, Organization 6+1 Traits, Summarizing · AR
9780152165369-J Paperback
List Price $7.00 Your Price $5.25

Emma’s Journal: The Story Of A Colonial Girl
Moss, Marissa. From 1774 to 1776, Emma describes in her journal her stay in Boston, where she witnesses the British blockade and spies for the American militia. Features hand-printed text, drawings, and marginal notes.

RL 4.0-4.9 · LK-4 · Historical Fiction · AR
9780152163259-J Paperback
List Price $7.00 Your Price $5.25

I Hate English!
Levine, Ellen. When her family moves to New York from Hong Kong, Mei Mei finds it difficult to adjust to school and learn the alien sounds of English.

RL 2.5 · LK-3 · Asian Heritage & Culture, China, Diversity, General History, Immigrant Experience, U.S. Studies · AR
9780590423045 -J Paperback
List Price $5.99 Your Price $4.49

Fireflies!
Brinckloe, Julie. A young boy is proud of having caught a jar full of fireflies, which seems to him like owning a piece of moonlight. But as the light begins to dim, he realizes he must set the insects free or they will die.

RL 2.0-2.9 · LK-3 · Character Education, Ideas 6+1 Traits, Insects, Bugs, and Spiders, Nature, Realistic Fiction, Seasons & Calendar, Visualizing & Imaging · AR
9780689710551-J Paperback
List Price $5.99 Your Price $4.49

Hottest, Coldest, Highest, Deepest
Jenkins, Steve. Describes some of the remarkable places on earth, including the hottest, coldest, windiest, snowiest, highest, and deepest.

RL 2.0-2.9 · LK-4 · Earth Science, Mathematics, Science, Measurement · AR
97800618494880 -J Paperback
List Price $6.95 Your Price $5.21

Lightning
Kramer, Stephen. Covers a variety of facts on lightning, including how it is formed, the different types of lightning, what thunder is and its relationship to lightning.

RL 3.0-3.9 · LK-4 · Earth Science, Science · AR
9780876146170-J Hardcover
List Price $7.95 Your Price $5.96
The Lotus Seed
Garland, Sherry A young Vietnamese girl saves a lotus seed and carries it with her everywhere to remember a brave emperor and the homeland that she has to flee.
RL 3.5 - LX 880 - IL 3-6 - Connecting & Making Connections, Diversity, Realistic Fiction, Summarizing - AR
9780152014834-J Paperback
List Price $7.00 Your Price $5.25

My Brother Martin: A Sister Remembers Growing Up With The Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. INNF
Faith, Christine King The story of a childhood experience that gave strength to a movement and changed the world. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s older sister recalls growing up with her two brothers and other family members.
RL 2.5 - IL 3-4 - Biography, African American Heritage & Culture, High Interest Picture Book, Striving Reader Recommendation - AR
9780689843884-J Paperback
List Price $9.99 Your Price $5.99

Mr. Lincoln’s Whiskers
Winnick, Karen Twelve-year-old Grace Bedell, of Westfield, New York, sees a picture of the campaigning Abraham Lincoln and writes the president-to-be to tell him that a beard might improve his appearance.
RL 3.4 - LX 420 - IL K-3 - Historical Fiction - AR
9781563978050-J Paperback
List Price $7.95 Your Price $5.24

Roses Are Pink, Your Feet Really Stink
deGroat, Diane On Valentine’s Day, Gilbert brings a tin of homemade cookies and his original nice or nasty poems to school.
RL 3.0-3.9 - LX 590 - IL K-3 - Feelings, Holidays, Valentine’s Day - AR
9780688152208-J Paperback
List Price $9.95 Your Price $5.24

Erandi’s Braids
Madrigal, Antonio H. Illustrated by Tomie dePaola. In a poor Mexican village, Erandi surprises her mother by offering to sell her long, beautiful hair in order to raise enough money to buy a fishing net.
RL 2.0-2.9 - LX 500 - IL P-3 - Latino Heritage & Culture, Mathematics, Mexico & Central America, Money & Currency - AR
9780698118850-J Paperback
List Price $9.95 Your Price $5.46

Pink And Say
Polacco, Patricia Say Curtis describes his meeting with Pinkus Aylee, a black soldier, during the Civil War, and their capture by Southern troops. Based on a true story about the author’s great-great-grandfather.
RL 3.0-3.9 - LX 590 - IL 2-5 - Character Education, Civil War and Slavery, Courage, Friendship, Historical Fiction, Picture Book, Voice 6+1 Traits - AR
9780399226717-J Hardcover
List Price $16.99 Your Price $12.74

Faithful Elephants
Tsuchiya, Yukio Recounts how three elephants in a Tokyo zoo were put to death because of the war, focusing on the pain shared by the elephants and the keepers who must starve them.
RL 5.0-5.9 - LX 640 - IL 4-9 - War - AR
9780395861370-J Paperback
List Price $9.95 Your Price $5.24

Too Many Tamales
Soto, Gary Maria tries on her mother’s wedding ring while helping make tamales for a Christmas family get-together. Panic ensues when, hours later, she realizes the ring is missing.
9780698114128-J Paperback
List Price $7.99 Your Price $5.99

Through My Eyes
Bridges, Ruby Ruby Bridges recounts the story of her involvement, as a six-year-old, in the integration of her school in New Orleans in 1960.
RL 5.0-5.9 - LX 860 - IL 4-7 - African American Heritage & Culture, Memoir & Autobiography, Organization 6+1 Traits, Southern States - AR
9780590189231-J Hardcover
List Price $19.99 Your Price $12.71
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